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The woman pictured above is a mentally disturbed individual, allow me to start there.

This is a literal statement I make and it shouldn’t be confused with anything considered figurative.

The woman pictured above wakes up each day and goes to sleep each night with race-on-the-brain.

The woman pictured above consistently drives a phony narrative featuring such tales of fiction concerning things like; inequality, police brutality, victimhood, poor Colin Kaepernick, racism, white supremacy, and anything she can do to take a pick-ax to white America as often as possible.

The woman above is in the business of brainwashing, and baby, these days the brainwashing business be a boomin’!
If former President Obama took race relations in our country and set them back 40-years then Jemele Hill seems intent on taking us all back before the days when the Civil Right’s bill was signed into law back in 1964.

If you’ve followed the career of this maniac of the progressive left – who used to be with ESPN until they had their fill of her constant yammering about race with every other word – and then fired her – it should be clear to any reasonable and rational person out there that Jemele Hill long ago overdosed on a cocktail of Wokeness, enough of it to stretch around the world a few times over.

Her previous Sportscenter program on ESPN, which drew very few viewers, was presented more like an urban social-justice preaching-party each time it aired. Jemele Hill and her then-partner Michael Smith did what could be referred to as the most woke 60-minutes of sports in the history of sports television.

They referred to this specific brand of ESPN SportsCenter as “SC6”, and Hill and Smith laid it on smooth each night, preaching to the minuscule audience that bothered to tune them in with a sort of; “we be keeping it real”, kind of style, a program custom-tailored to an urban social-justice warrior crowd which no doubt included a few ANTIFA and Black Lives Matter individuals, along with the mentally-unbalanced sports fans out there who ate up and adored this new-fangled approach as opposed to the run of the mill, staid and predictable SportsCenter that has become ESPN’s staple program over the years.

But ESPN must have conceded – at least internally – that if you go too much woke you eventually end up going broke as well because they canceled the show and then eventually fired Jemele “Thrill” Hill.

Not simply content to spew her thoughts on her bastardized presentation of SportsCenter, with ratings for the show cratering on a daily basis, Hill then decided to take to Twitter to personalize her feelings – leaving little to the imagination about how she truly felt about a host of issues and items out there in the world.

Like, for instance, her feelings about the current sitting President being a white supremacist despite possessing not a shred of tangible information or evidence which would make anyone take her thoughts even half-seriously.

Jemele Hill should be thanked, however, for being just one of a legion of people these days who have so overused the word “racist” and who have recklessly and irresponsibly called out people as “white supremacists”, 
choosing to either forget or simply being ignorant to what the true
definition of both of those things really mean.

As a result, she has helped to reduce such words and accusations as mere
fodder for the trolls who fire right back at her, rendering her commentary
as both feckless and meaningless with Hill and her acolytes on the
insane-left who are taken to calling virtually everyone and anyone a racist
or a white supremacist if they don’t concur with their views or if they
wish to critically examine just what these maniacs are saying and thinking
most days.

When you consistently water down such things and constantly have words like
“racist” or “white supremacist” coming out of your mouth, with so many
who have been labeled and smeared with such accusations – the suggestion
that so many people are really these kinds of things loses much of its
authenticity, much of its previous punch – and these days – people simply
shrug their shoulders and immediately go onto something else because after
all – isn’t everyone these days a racist or a white supremacist?

The latest Jemele Hill proposal is a doozy straight out of Insaneville.

Jemele Hill wants a separation of the races – white on one side – and black
on the other.

In other words, like Muhammed Ali once evangelized in the past and like
someone such as Louis Farrakhan currently endorses, Jemele Hill is for
racial segregation.

Who knew that Jemele Hill and former Alabama Governor George Wallace were
so together on this subject?

Jemele Hill recently wrote a story for some website – and in that story –
she recommends and requests that black athletes steer clear of “white
colleges” and instead only attend colleges that have historically been
known as black schools.

With this unhinged idea floated by Jemele Hill, she instantly became the
new darling of the few actual real-life white supremacists who exist in
America, as well as being lionized, no doubt, by any black-supremacist
organizations such as the New Black Panther Party. I wouldn’t be surprised
if she’s been simultaneously invited to be the keynote speaker at the
next Hammerskin Nation get-together as well as by The Nation Of Islam

when they meet up in a few weeks.
One of the idiotic arguments that Hill made in her dangerous online screed was when she wrote that it used to be that the best black athletes went to black colleges almost exclusively – and I guess she feels this is reason enough to turn back the clock to the bad old days.

While the claim she makes is indeed true, her reference alludes back to a time well before the Civil Right’s Act when actual segregation was in place in this country and when there were no penalties for anyone making decisions based on racial preference.

She also claims that “white colleges” are exploiting black athletes for profit. Even if this was true, Hill makes no comments about how or if she believes that so-called white universities are also in the exploitation business when it comes to those athletes who are not black.

Hill stopped just short of calling the current collegiate sports infrastructure for black college athletes “slavery”, but she did say that black athletes could; “disrupt the reign of an amateur sports system that uses the labor of black folks to make white folks rich.”

White folks rich.

I see.

If supposed white colleges are making only the white folks rich and if these colleges are exploiting black athletes exclusively, then I wonder how Jemele Hill feels about such people like:

Martin Jarmond-Boston College
Stan Wilcox-Florida State
Carla Williams-Virginia
Ward Manuel-Michigan
Gene Smith-Ohio State
Allen Greene-Auburn
Ray Anderson-Arizona State
Michael Williams-Cal
Mark Alnutt-Buffalo
Sean Frazier-Northern Illinois
Lynn Swann-USC (resigned his position just yesterday)
David Williams-Vanderbilt
Derrick Gragg-Tusla

Each of the above names are athletic directors at the respective schools mentioned – and all of them are black.
Would Jemele Hill propose that the names listed above are a part of the sinister plan, a conspiracy to take advantage of black collegiate athletes – and if so – would Hill then make the claim that the names listed above are sell-outs at best – and at worst – Uncle Tom’s?

As I suggested in a paragraph above, does Jemele Hill wish to segregate, divide, and bring everyone back to a time before much-needed racial reconciliation and healing in America?

Make no mistake, my feeling is that Jemele Hill has become so indoctrinated and radicalized over the years that she views any white individual through extremely skeptical eyes.

I have no question, given the preponderance of evidence that is clearly on display by this woman over the years, that she views almost every white person in America with a very jaundiced eye, feeling that just about anyone in America who is non-black has a nefarious agenda in their makeup even if there is nothing to indicate or substantiate such claims.

In reading Jemele Hill’s column I can only surmise that Jemele Hill is advocating for and enthusiastically calling for an end to all of the racial progress our country has made over the years, while conveniently forgetting that because of a desegregated America thousands and thousands of young black athletes have had an opportunity to attend universities, many on scholarships, while playing sports, forming bonds with people of all colors and backgrounds and coming together in an effort to achieve a common goal and purpose.

In addition, the opportunities afforded to those through desegregation has allowed black athletes to take advantage of an education at many colleges and universities and through that education the opportunity to put it to very good use out in the real world after graduation.

So, through her proposal to drag us back into another time and place where things were not so available and prosperous for all people, Jemele Hill sees not progress and achievement through opportunities granted – no – instead she sees whitey taking advantage of black kids and now urges those black kids to stick with their own kind I guess. Wonderful.

Hill is not alone with these kinds of thoughts, which she clearly should be permitted to elaborate on in my opinion, because I remember when Kellen Winslow Jr. was being recruited coming out of high school, his father, the legendary Kellen Winslow, said that he felt it was important for his son to go to a college and to play for a black head coach. The elder Winslow urged
his son to take into account the racial makeup of the coaching staffs that were recruiting his son back then before committing to a school.

Moreover, I’m positive that Jemele Hill’s thoughts are the same thoughts held by some other people who are a part of black-America today, unfortunately.

Hill also noted this in her story – she said: “some black students feel safer, both physically and emotionally, on an HBCU campus—all the more so as racial tensions have risen in recent years. Navigating a predominantly white campus as a black student can feel isolating, even for athletes.”

What she failed to add, or perhaps was even too dimwitted to comprehend, is that racial tensions in recent years have unfortunately been exacerbated by people just like her with mindless rants and unsubstantiated theories about how the white man has it in his heart to keep the black man down and out.

But in reading her story and in consideration of her previous thoughts over the years, to me, for Jemele Hill, this is all about one thing and one thing only: Power. Not racial harmony, not a spirit of togetherness or interests that reward all people of all races and color, but power, specifically, black power.

Jemele Hill wrote: “Black athletes overall have never had as much power and influence as they do now. While NCAA rules prevent them from making money off their own labor at the college level, they are essential to the massive amount of revenue generated by college football and basketball. This gives them leverage, if only they could be moved to use it.”

Concerning the above paragraph, it makes me wonder just how close Jemele Hill came to calling for an all-out race-war, blacks on one side of the battlefield and whites on the other?

This woman is a poison. The sheer amount of outright ignorance and arrogance included in her piece should dismiss her from any ability to ever be taken seriously again, but on the flip side, I feel that most people feel she’s been living out on looney-bin Island for some time now.

Perhaps this Jemele Hill, who has made a new living trafficking in race-baiting ideology, will write her next feature on segregation down in South Africa and she can let us know how that’s all worked out for what is now a hell-hole country which for years now has been among the most murderous in all the world.
The other thing about this Jemele Hill piece is that it once again proves that the well-known one-way system is still firmly in place.

The hypocritical and double-standard application is once more in play, as Jemele Hill can and did suggest segregation of races in college athletics and is met by columns like the one you’re now reading as I admonish her stupified and asinine thoughts – however – would anyone disagree with me when I tell you that had a white person made overtures about how black athletes should only consider going to black colleges, for any reason...would such a hypothetical person been met with a tad bit more than a simple admonishment?

In addition, does Jemele Hill truly believe that if the majority of black-athletes decided to attend all-black colleges that this would tip the “power structure” in college football or basketball and that fans would begin packing stadiums at Prairie View, Jackson State, Savannah State, and other schools similar?

And speaking of Savannah State, a so-called black school that plays its games in the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, their head football coach is a guy named Shawn Quinn. Mister Quinn is a white man. Are we to next assume that Jamele Hill feels that it is an act against civilization itself for a white man having the audacity to coach in an all-black football conference?

Come to think of it, with Jemele Hill on this segregation kick – why doesn’t she call for a return of Negro League Baseball while she’s at it?

And why would she stop at college sports and black athletes?

Would she also like to see society-at-large segregated along all lines and in all sectors of the population, businesses, elementary schools, churches, grocery stores, restaurants, clothing stores, gas stations, car dealerships?

After all, while the amount of black-owned businesses in America is currently at an all-time high, the majority of business in the country are owned and operated by white people. Aren’t these white business owners putting one over on the black community in the same ways that alleged white universities are taking advantage of young black athletes?

If one reads between the lines with the things that Jemele Hill has either written about, spoken about, or thought about, it shouldn’t be too hard to realize what her overarching objective is.
Jemele Hill is a person who sees race in everything from the moment she rises up to meet each day until the time she places her head down on a pillow to go to sleep at night.

She has programmed herself into believing that America is a dastardly place, a country where white people everywhere have it out for black folks and seek to do them dirt at every turn.

In a subliminal way, she has branded white people as universal oppressors through and through and she is an individual who instead of seeing the innumerable amount of opportunities that are available for each and every one of us in America, instead, she chooses to live in the past, in fact, it would appear as though she wants a return to the past based on her very public thoughts.

Jemele Hill possesses both a persecution complex as well as victimhood complex to boot and that’s a pretty toxic combination to have ingrained into your very being which would allow anyone to see the world in all of the mistrustful and quizzical ways that she apparently does.

Jemele Hill has convinced herself that just about any white person is a universal racist and all she needs to do is to keep digging, keep probing, keep at it long enough and she’ll be able to prove her thoughts – misguided, immature, and reckless as they are.

Jemele Hill is nothing more than a thought and word-arsonist – and the poison she continues to pump into the system continues to manifest itself with debilitating societal results with people further divided, people continuing to allow themselves to be obsessed with race on all levels, individuals seduced by a fictitious narrative rooted in nothing more than misleading propaganda.

With many brainwashed individuals willing to play follow-the-leader they delude themselves into thinking that the America Jemele Hill presents is a realistic depiction – when anyone with a rational brain will easily conclude that Jemele Hill’s America is a counterfeit and more than fraudulent representation of our country.

Lastly, apparently Jemele Hill is a latecomer to the woke party?

Hill attended and graduated from Michigan State University in 1997, that would be one of those “white schools” she’s imploring black athletes to eschew, and to the best of my knowledge those “black colleges” she’s imploring athletes to now go to existed while she not only went to class at
Michigan State – but also – Jemele Hill covered sports at Michigan State for the University newspaper, covering a lot of young black athletes that were so taken advantage of by the school she enthusiastically attended.

I guess that at the time Jemele Hill decided to go to Michigan State she didn’t feel there was a black college that would have been able to suit her purposes well enough for her to attend one of them?

This woman is sick and she would do herself well to check in for a mental health evaluation as soon as possible.

I’d imagine that like me, many of you are beyond sick and tired of everything in this country having to do with race on a near 24-hour basis.

But this is the kind of fabricated content that is Jemele Hill’s stock and trade.

Her latest thoughts are incendiary and negligent, they’re toxic and improvident, and they lend nothing to anyone who has a genuine interest in lowering the hostility and the high-temperatures that unfortunately exist in our country right now – primarily because there are far too many Jemele Hill’s out there.

But for all of her cretinous thoughts and words up to this point, I say give her a little more time.

Now that she is no longer bounded by the tenants set forth by ESPN, now that she is free to truly speak her mind on matters such as these, now that she is emboldened by her present employer to come up with as many batshit crazy ideas and theories as she’d like to, its my feeling that we haven’t really seen anything yet.

I believe that Jemelle Hill’s most noteworthy comments are still yet to come.

Just watch.